






Portland, Oregon's sonic sculptor, Daniel Menche is hard at work on his first full
length LP since 1994's smoldering Static Burn. His fiery compositions provide 
expansive, ear-grinding soundtracks for the endtime and beyond. The following is an 
update of sorts to what is going on in this noise-man's busy life. 

What can you tell me about the new record you're working on for Side Effects? 
I know you're using more technology than usual, but what can you tell me 
about your plans? 

The new G.D. of mine from Side Effects is called Screaming Caress and it will be 
released in February of '97, and I am beyond excited for it. Its my first full-length 
studio G.D. in two years and it's definitely a big jump up from my past G.D.'s. Its like 
comparing a bad Beavis and Butthead cartoon to that Japanese cartoon Akira. 
Screaming Caress is a lot more of everything, with extreme amounts of detail and 
power in the sounds. It's my most proudest work yet, and I am happy that Lustmord 
(Brian Williams) pushed hard enough to expand my music. He's kinda like a boxing 
coach for me. He slaps my ass straight to throw the strongest punches. It's been 
brutal, yet healthy discipline. And yes its true: I do use very excellent studio with 
rather high-tech recording stuff but I'm definitely more primitive and rawer in the 
sound sources as ever. It's very funny to see me in this nice studio, making a mess, 
breaking things, punching microphones, and having all that going into fancy 
recording stuff. I really feel my music needs better recording 
technology for more power and detail in all the noise. I think it separates my work 
from others a bit this way, and my music sounds terrible from a lo-ti approach. 

Do you have any other projects coming up you can tell me about? 

Right now I am working on a G.D. for Ash International (no title yet). It will be totally 
different approach from my other works-much weirder sound sources and different 
compositional approach. Mayuko Hino of G.G.G.G. is letting me use her raw vocal 
sounds as sound source, so this will be a fun G.D. to work on. After this I will do the 
final mixes on the collaboration G.D. I'm doing with Aube. Its been two years in the 
working, but it will be finally realized soon. The whole G.D. is made from rain storm 
sounds from Japan and America and we both went crazy treating the rain sounds. 
Now I gotta do the final mix, and then I will 
record a full G.D. of 1997 remixes of Furnace Fucker, Blood Sand, Chrome 
Homicide, and Furious Eclipse and possibly other remixes. I'm thinking of calling it 
something silly like "Furnace Fucker and Other Fellow 
Fiends." For some weird reason I still laugh my ass off over that title. 
After that G.D., three's a lot of ideas but I must refrain from having to many releases
I think its an unhealthy 
trend now having as many noise releases as possible-so expect an mellow 
pace for my releases. 

What got you into making sounds in the first place? 

I never really had any music experience at all. I knew I could have learned to play 
music, but I didn't like following the rules of the music language. I really felt I can still 
do music but I wasn't interested in mindless noise either, so a middle ground had to 
be chosen. So around '89 I started messing around with crappy tape recorders and 
speakers and junk. By '92 things started to take shape and looking like my noise was 
making sense. Then I got offered a G.D. from Soleilmoon and I really got my head 
together got serious. That was Incineration, my first G.D. A rather crude recording at 
the time, but it showed I had a future to grow. It's been just a few years, but my music 
has prooressed a lot more terms of deoth and oower. I'm haoov to see mv little 


















